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Racquetball Archbishop visits SLUH,
team third celebrates Ash Wednesday
•
1n nation
Joe Hoffman
Editor-in-Chief

Tom Wyrwich
Editor-in-Chief

E

ntering the third day of the 13th annual USRA National High School
Tournament, the St. Louis U. High racquetball team felt they had clinched the
National Title. With two players in the
round of thirty-two and one in the round
of sixteen, the team felt they had compiled enough points in the singles division to win the tournament. Also, they
had earned many points by making the
quarterfinals in the doubles division.
Little did they know that two key
matches would lower them to a thirdplace fmish in the tournament. SLUH
finished the tournament with 108 points,
behind second-place Beaverton High
(Beaverton, OR, 114 points), and firstplace North Salem High (Salem, OR,l23 ·
points).
The tournament was set up in four
divisions: Gold, Red, White and Blue.
Those who won their first match remained
in the Gold Division, while those who lost
went on to Red. Those who lost their
second match in Gold moved to the Blue
Division; those who lost their first match
in Red moved to the White Division.
After that, those who lost were eliminated. Gold wins were worth twelve pbints
each, while the Blue, Red, and White
divisions were worth three, two and one
point respectively. As a result, Gold
see NATIONALS, 2

L

ast Wednesday Lent descended upon
St. Louis U. High, and its coming was
marked by the arrival of another prominent feature of the Catholic ChurchArchbishop of St. Louis Justin Rigali.
The visit was in answer to a request
made last spring by SLUH President Paul
Sheridan, SJ, for Rigali to come to SLUH
to celebrate the annual all-school Ash
Wednesday Mass.
The Archbishop first set foot on
SLUR's campus Wednesday morning at
about 7:45. It was at this time that a breakfast was held in the Corrigan Room for the
faculty. At the breakfast, attended by the
entire SLUH faculty, Rigali took some
time to exchange greetings with the faculty members. The Archbishop then addressed them, expressing gratitude for their
work and reinforcing the Pope's message
of the mission of Catholic education.
Shortly following the breakfast, a
similar meeting was held between the
Archbishop and a group of student leaders
selected by Principal Robert Bannister. At
this meeting, Rigali once again made reference to the Holy Father's words, especially those about Catholic youth, and he
also spoke of the new beginning and fresh
start that Lent provides for each of us as
individuals and also as a Christian community.
Senior Sean O'Neil, one of the students who met with Rigali, said of the
Archbishop's message, "I think he had a
lot of really good things to say."

Then, with the entire SL UH community, Rigali made his way to the gymturned-house-of-God to celebrate Mass.
Rob Garavaglia, Pastoral Director,
said, "I was pleased with the mass." In his
estimate, the majority of the students had
similar feelings. "I felt like . .. the student
body was very receptive. I think [the students] made him feel welcome."
The Archbishop' s visit to SLUR, although a great honor, was not unexpected.
Rigali has recently made similar trips to
many other Catholic high schools, and he
plans to make trips to all of them in the
upcoming months.
Making the trip with Rigali was a
much reduced version of a papal entourage. Joining him were Director of Secondary Education for the Archdiocese,
Fr. Mitch Doyen, and the Archbishop's
assistant, Fr. Hank Breier, who officially
played the role of Master of Ceremonies.
The Archbishop's visit initiated the
Lenten season at SLUR, but there will be
other Lenten programs at SLUR throughout the season. Every Thursday during
activity period, a rosary will be said in the
chapel. Also, the Fast Fridays program
will be active again this year. Students can
choose to spend lunch period in the chapel
rather than eating. It is suggested the students doing so donate the money they
would have spent on lunch to a collection
which will go to help renovations at St.
Thomas Aquinas Parish, where science
teacher Hung Pham, SJ, devotes much of
his time.
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Mothers' Club hosts
breakfast for faculty
Andrew Ivers
Core Staff

L

ast Tuesday morning around 6:00
a.m. most students were fast asleep,
enjoying their late start; however, some of
their mothers were preparing the Currigan
Room for the second annual Mothers'
Club Faculty Breakfast.
The breakfast was open from 7:00
a.m. until 9:00 a.m to all SLUH faculty
and staffmembers. Board members ofthe
Mothers' Club served egg casserole,

French toast sticks, bacon, fruit salad, and
pastries.
All of the food that greeted those who
came to the breakfast was homemade by
members of the club. "We just used their
favorite recipes," said club President
Kathryn Snodgrass, mother of senior Ted
Snodgrass.
Snodgrass said the purpose of the
breakfast was to do something nice for the
faculty.
"I think everybody had a nice time,"
concluded Snodgrass.

Quizbovvl loses to Priory
Dan Graesser
Sports Editor

T

his year's edition of the St. Louis U.
High Quizbowl team began its season on February 22, when it faced teams
from Priory on both the junior varsity and
varsity levels. The results of the day were
mixed: the team lost on the varsity level,
but was able to emerge victorious in the
Nmatch.
The Quizbowl team, composed of
seniors Tim Huegerich, Ken Nesmith,
Paul Kuliniewicz, Pat Dooling, Tom
Schrage, Dan Graesser, Joe Dickmann,
Pat Vogan, Mark Monda, and junior Andrew Nahlik, bas been practicing three
times a week since the end of January.
The team will compete in various tournaments and meets against area teams, and
later will participate in a district meet
under the supervision of the Missouri
State High School Activities Association.
The amount of preparation that the team
members have put into the academic competition has varied; one particular member has been disciplined enough to memorize American authors and their works,
without even knowing what the works are
about.
The Quizbills had a tough task to

open the season against Priory, a team that
is annually a power in the St. Louis area.
The match started very well on the varsity
level as the team, particularly Nesmith,
dominated the early math toss-up questions to take a lead into the second round.
In this round, the value of the questions
increased and SLUR's lead decreased as
Priory demonstrated its superior knowledge of sixteenth century British poets.
The turning point of the match, however,
came when the buzzer system began to
malfunction in the middle of the third
round. During the delay, the momentum
was sucked from the SLUR team, and
afterward Priory answered five questions
in a row to spring into the lead. Despite a
late rally, the Junior Bills fell by a score
310-255.
Summing up the results of the match,
an anonymous team member said, "They
didn ' t let me phone a friend, and I was
upset. But then I realized that I don't have
any friends."
Math teacher Tom Becvar, moderator of the team, summed up the results
stating, "The team did well, especially
since they were competing against a team
that has been practicing since September.
I think we showed we can compete with
the very best."
see QUIZBOWL, 4
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matches were much more valuable than
those in other divisions. Also, the score
only counted the top three singles performances, along with the top doubles
score, from each team.
SLUH was rather successful in the
Gold round, despite a very unlucky draw.
No team bad to play more seeded players in the first round than the Jr. Bills.
Senior Curt Williams played the sixteenth seeded player; Pat Vogan played
the thirteenth seed; sophomore Joe
Sharamitaro played the seventh seed;
and sophomore Kevin Moore played
the twelfth seed. None were successful.
Freshmen Chris Guilfoy and Mike
Brand, who had to play the first and
fourth seeds, respectively, also lost their
first-round matches, as did senior Ken
Nesmith,juniorTomBroekelmann, and
sophomore Mike Gau.
On the other hand, three seniors
were able to step up their play to win
points in the Gold round. Tom Wyrwich
was the first player to upset a seeded
player, defeating the fifteenth seed in
thefirstround, 9-15, 15-0, 11-5.Hethen
marched past a Kirkwood player to the
round of thirty-two. However, in his
third match, Wyrwich was soundly
beaten and was eliminated from the tournament.
Also in the Gold Division, Todd
Barrett, seeded ninth in the tournament,
and Dan Moore both won their frrst two
matches. Then they faced each other in
the round of thirty-two. Moore gave
Barrett his best effort, but only the victorious Barrett proceeded on to the sweet
sixteen, beating Moore 15-3, 15-11.
"I hate playing teammates, but in
retrospect, I'm glad because it guaranteed an advance," said Moore.
So going into the round of sixteen,
SLUH was in the lead with 84 singles
points, compared to North Salem's 75
and Beaverton's 72. In doubles, Moore
and Barrett advanced to the quarterfinals,
as had the teams from North Salem and
Beaverton.
see RACQUETBALL, 4
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Editorial

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
Mejia refutes recent letters
After three years, I have finally realized something. Instead
of being thankful for attending one of the finest college-prep
schools in the nation, we seek out any opportunity to complain.
We then argue that since there is no positive response, SLUH
must be a tradition-hugging institution. I have nothing against
criticism; however, I feel that recent complaints have neither
been practical, productive, nor logical.
Ken Nesmith's letter regarding co-education is one example. ThankfuJly, Mr. Donovan did an excellent job attacking
· his argument. Ken's thesis appeared to be that SLUH is sexist
because we do not admit females. By definition, sexism is a type
of discrimination based on the assumption that one gender is
superior to another."'If we were indeed sexist, then no women
teachers would be hired, since they would be considered inferior.
Nesmith also argued that our sexism might be a reflection of our
Catholic schooling. However, he forgot to mention that one third
of our saints are women. We also honor Mary, a woman, as the
only human to be born without original sin.
Nesmith then went on to attack John Paul II for ending the
debate over women priests. Our Pope has decreed that this issue
is over because the Church does not have the authority to discuss
it. Even though Jesus chose those who would be his followers
from the lowest levels of society (fishermen, tax collectors,
gentiles), he gave Peter and the apostles authority over the
Church, not women. Discussing this issue would not be "constructive" because it goes directly against the will of God.
Then there is the practicality of the matter. Would we need
to build separate PE facilities, teams, etc.? His proposition of
"boys section and girls section for each class" seems to go against
the idea of social interaction entirely. Besides, we are not devoid
of this interaction. The majority of our grads will m3!fY, even

after having been inflicted with our male-dominated institution.
Perhaps the reason that some go off to the seminary is that they
have been bereft of female companionship during their tenure
here.
John Goelz's letter last week regarding the deadline policy
is another example. I can't understand his complaint about labs
that are due before homeroom. If one knows that his ride doesn't
always arrive to school early, then upon receiving the lab, he
should try a quick review of it to check its difficulty. There are
plenty of opportunities to seek out help other than rushing to
school that morning. One could call fellow classmates the night
before. One might attempt to seek out the teacher the previous
day during activity period or after school. Once I was half an hour
late to school due to car trouble, and wished I had been prepared
for class. As much as I hate to admit it, homework is supposed to
be done at home. I think that it is fairly obvious that moving the
deadline to activity period would only result in more procrastinating and more cheating. SLUH is supposed to be a challenging
school; anyone who thinks otherwise is fooling himself.
SLUH is not a tradition-hugging institution. The new schedule demonstrates that. Whether we like it or not, the faculty has
finally decided to propose a radical change. The SAC was given
several schedules to vote on; they did not have an opportunity "to
find a way to avoid change." Even though some students resist
change, they do adapt to it. I am not against change or criticism.
I was pleased to see Greg Scott's very logical letter regarding
exam exemptions several months ago. If we really believe that
progress is not possible without change, then we should seek
practical, productive, and logical means.
Carlos Mejfa '0 1

Alum congratulates XC team
After having recently received an alumni mailing which had
an article about SLUH winning the 1999 State Cross Country
Championship, I just wanted to congratulate Coach Linhares, the
other coaches, and the team, especially Ted Snodgrass, Nathan
Tower, Murphy O'Brien, Dan Westlund, and Tim Huegerich.
The recognition and acclaim is well deserved. I was a member
of the team that won the last State Championship back in 1961,
so I know how much hard work and effort goes into making the
team successful.
Over the years I have come to realize that the success a young
man has in his formative years is the foundation for future
accomplishments: Also it has become apparent to me that it is not
the God-given talent of the individual, but rather the hard work
and discipline that the person puts forth which results in success.
Therefore, my greatest admiration goes to each and every mem-

ber of the team who did not get mentioned publicly, who worked
as hard as he could, day in and day out.
Jerry Dirnberger
Class of '62
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RACQUETBALL
(from 2)
The ftrst key match on Saturday was
Barrett's match against the eighth-seeded
Jason Kerwood ofBeaverton. Barrett went
into the match conftdent and came out
successful in the ftrst game, winning 15-7.
In the second game, Kerwood came to
play and won the game 15-1. In the tiebreaker, Barrett built a 5-3 lead, only to
see Kerwood come back with seven
straight points. Barrett scored a couple
~ore, but eventually lost the tie-breaker
and the match 11-7.
"I choked," Barrett said. "I thought I
should have done better. I had the match."
As a result of the loss, Beaverton tied
SLUH in singles, and would go ahead
with a couple of wins in the Blue Division.
However, SLUH still had a chance to
go ahead of the Beavers with their
quarterfinal doubles match later that night.
Barrett and Moore went up against the
team from Aberdeen Central High in San
Diego. The Jr. Bill team, "obviously not
playing to their ability," according to assistant coach Bill Rombach, lost the match
15-9, 15-6.
After Saturday night, the Racqueteers
trailed Beaverton 114-108, but were still
ahead of North Salem, 108-99. Unfortunately, the Jr. Bills were unable to gain
points on Sunday, and North Salem gained
24 more points as their doubles team won
the tournament.
Many Junior Bills were successful in
the Red Division, though they did not earn
team points, because the top three performances were already set. Williams,
Sharamitaro, Nesmith, and Moore all advanced to the quarterfinals. Williams beat
Moore, and faced Nesmith in the semifinals. Williams beat Nesmith, but would
lose in the ftnals, earning a ·silver medal.
Nesmith also received a medal for his
semiftnal performance.
Expecting a high placement in the
final standings, the team was in for a
surprise when SLUH was announced as
seventh in the Boys' Division with 92
points. Barrett and Wyrwich asked the
tournament director to retabulate the
scores.
"I knew we had more points than

that," said Barrett. As it turns out, the
director had forgotten Wyrwich's points
and counted the eight points earned by
Williams instead. The extra sixteen points
boosted themabovefourth-place Vianney,
producing the highlight of the tournament: the team's taking of the third-place
trophy from the Golden Griffins.
Many members of the team were still
surprised by the third-place finish. "I didn't
think there was any way we could lose
second," said Sharamitaro.
"I was surprised that we were third,
but not as shocked when I heard we were
seventh," said Barrett.
The tournament was the end of the
season for the Jr. Bills, but not the end of
their racquetball careers. Barrett and
Wyrwich will join alum Scott Ziegler '99
on the University of Missouri team. And
the sophomores and juniors will try next
year to win the fifth State Title in a row.
"They could be good if they work
hard. There's some young talent," Barrett
said.The year will also be Joe Koestner's
return to coaching

QUIZBOWL
(from 2)
On the junior varsity level, the team
demonstrated its depth as they systematically took apart the team from Priory.
Although Priory again proved its knowledge of fine arts, especially composers of
German operas, SLUH' s mastery ofmath,
science, social studies, and spelling led
them to win the match easily by a score of
360-210.
Commenting on the junior varsity's
success and the varsity's loss, Huegerich
commented, "Our dominance proved the
import~ce of team unity in a Quizbowl
match. On the varsity level the guys are
just in it for the personal glory and the
money."
The team will continue its season as
they face Visitation on March 13 at Visitation, and then DeSmet at home on March
22. Becvar assessed the rest of the season
by saying, "I really look forward to working with the team for the rest of the
season, and I am very excited about our
chances at District."
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CASHBAH UPDATE
Only three weeks until our "Night
to Remember," Cashbah 200, on Saturday, April 1. The invitations have been
mailed, and the volunteers are being
assigned their jobs.
Much of the success of Cashbah is
due to tradition. The Grab Bags have
been a very popular part of the auction
for years. Beth Berra and her committee promise this year's bags to be spectacular. Every bag will include: a white
Billiken apron, a SLUH cookbook, a
SLUH yoyo, and SLUH note pads plus
other surprises. Two of the bags will
contain gifts worth $150. There will be
only 150 bags sold, so at the bargain
price of $40, they will sell out quickly.
Don't forget to send in your reservations soon!

Fe~ture
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Public artwork sparks controversy
'Eng[isli, 5lrt teachers disagree on mura[s
Mike Lovinguth
Feature Editor

Mueller is concerned because English is taught for four
years, while only one year of a fine art is required to graduate.
Therefore, some students may not be qualified to create a good
Four years ago, St. Louis University High renovated its
piece of public art. "If we could teach kids fine arts every year,"
Mueller said, "this could be ... the most creative, wonderful
buildings and painted its historic walls an egg-white color,
school in the world!"
covering numerous murals that had been painted on the previous
halls. But color has gradually redaimed the sterile white hallCreativity is also important to Bill George and Steve Missey,
ways of SLUH-first in blue stripes, then in colored doorways,
who teach Irish Literature, which is the inspiration for many of
and finally in the school crest near the cafeteria and the paintings
the murals in Junior Hall. These teachers use the murals as
in the commons. More recently, the bare second-floor walls near
another outlet for creativity and knowledge, in addition to the
the English classrooms and offices have become a canvas
typical essayfor many anxious English students who are itching to
writing .
George exexpress their creativity.
· But with change comes controversy. Some perceive
plained that
the murals as more intrusive than aesthetic. Concerns of
his class is
artistic ability, placement, and appropriateness haunt the
more than just
aura around the murals.
about
the
words in the
Hall murals have been a tradition at SLUH. In the
years preceding the renovation, the design, artist, and
books.
He
supplies had to be approved before work could begin.
said, "The ex-Art teacher
Now, the approval process is still being developed, and
pression of a
John Mueller
there is curretnly very little control of what might appear
culture is so
in the hallways.
much more
. When the murals remained within individual rooms,
than something
put
decisions about them were left up to the teacher and Plant
down upon paper." The goal of the mural projects is to express
Manager Paul Owens. Principal Robert Bannister is now involved in the approval process for hallway art. Bannister said he
not only interest, but ideas. According to George, writing essays
is not for everyone, and with these murals, students are
would like the
able to express their knowledge in different ways.
art department
Missey added, "Any attempt made in good faith to liven
to have a &ay in
up the walls around us is good .. . I think [the murals} are
decisions about
terrific'." .
these .·'Yorks . . ·
Missey said he uses the murals as optional projects for
But rather than
enlist the ·a rt
people with talent, which is more artistic than verbal.
· Grades are given based upon quality, idea, and execudepartment's
tion.
help in these
Another concern about the murals involves copyrightsittjations, stu- ,. ,·.
ing. Mueller fears that copying images and writings
dents usually
straight out of books is not proper and does not fit within
just ask what
-English teacher
the goals of SLUH. George, on the other hand, sees
type of paint to
Steve Missey
value in repetition, since things can be learned by
use.
studying the images and words of others. And by
The art decarefully studying the writing, George explains, another goal of
partment is particularly concerned about the highly visible art.
literature is accomplished: students begin to analyze the literaArt teacher John Mueller believes that the school did look very
ture for deeper meaning. But he also added that original projects
boring after the renovations, partly because the plan to put color
tend to get the higher grades.
into the school was never bmught·to fruition. His main concern,
While the artwork continues to be cast upon the walls of
however, lies in the presentation of the murals. "Public art should
SLUH, debate continues. Missey said, "The most important
be well done," Mueller said. "It's not something [to do] just
thing [is that] the parties need to sit and talk it through."
because it's easy."

rrpu6fic art sliou[cf 6e we[[
done. Jes not something [to
do] just because it is easy. ''

rYLny attempt made in good
·faitli to fiven up tlie wa[[s
arou_ncf us is good. .. I tliinl(
they are terrific. "

Return of the Jedi
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by Peter Smith
FRIDAY. MARCH 10
Schedule #2
Fast Friday
Benedictine UniverCollege visit:
· sity
Sno-Ball@ Casa Lorna@ 8pm
V-LX vs. MUS@ Gateway Tech
@4pm
SATURDAY.MARCH11
Make-upphicerrient test of Class of2004
Grade school math contest
V-LX vs. Jamboree@ Soccer Park
@TBA
SONDAY. MARCH 12
Junior parent college planning meeting
·· '; @ 2-4pm
'Family Mass @ 9:30am

Calendar
Political sc ience/Compute r/ Acting
Improv @ !0:55am
Funky Freddie's Funk
Radio Show:
Show with Rick Steiling @ 3:00

SATURDAY.MARCH18
ACES Mixer
V-LX@ North Central in Indianapolis,
IN@ lpm
V-LX @ Park Tutor in Indianapolis, IN
,.
@6:30pm

TUESDAY.MARCH.14
Schedule #5
Lemon Radio with
Radio Show:
'
Brendan Themes @ Activity Period

TUESDAY MARCH 21
V/B-TR vs. Eureka@ 4pm
V-GF vs. Francis Howell North@ Mid
Rivers@ 3:30pm

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 15
FREE-DRESS DOWNDAY THRU
3117
EXAMS
History@ 8:15am
Math @ 9:35am
AP Biology/Freshman film exam
@!0:55am
JVN-L'X.@ Webster@ Stieger Field
·' @ 4/6pm

THURSDAY, MARCH 23
V/B-TR @ Oakville Relays @ 3:30pm·

,.

'

FRIDAY. MARCH 17
EXAMS
Foreign language @ 8:15am
Science @ 9:35am
Probability-Statistics @ !0:55am
OEC Belize Trip thru 3/25
Spring Break starts thru 3/27

MONDAY. MARCH 20
V-LX vs. Brebeuf Jesuit Indianapolis
Field, IN @ 4:30pm

'

March 10-31
Kyle Siems @ 3pm
JVN-GFvs. Webster@ TPC@ 3:30pm
TUESDAY. MARCH 28
Schedule #2
..
Freshman English tutorial
Senior class meeting
Radio Show:
Lemon Radio with
Brendan Themes@ Activity
Period
B-BS vs. Vianney @ Vianney@ 4:15pm
BN-TR @ MCC Relays@ Chaminade
@4pm
JV-GFvs. CBC@ Stonewolf@ 3:30pm
· , '

MONDAY. MARCH 13
Schedule #2
Meeting for Class of 2004 Parents
Radio Show:
The Brian & Ryan
Show with Brian Sax and Ryan
Kuryla @ Activity Period
·· Kyle Siems @ 3pm

THURSDAY. MARCH 16
EXAMS
English@ 8:15am
Theology @ 9:35am
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SUNDAY. MARCH 19
V-LX@ Carmel HS in Indianapolis, IN
@ 3pm

SUNDAY. MARCH 26
V-LX vs. Highland Park@ Compton
Drew @ 4pm
MONDAY. MARCH 27
Schedule #2
Grades due
Father/Son Banquet tickets on sale thru
3/28
.
Radio Show:
The Brian & Ryan
Show with Brian Sax and Ryan
, .. ,.
Kuryla@ Activity Period

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 29
Schedule #2
Freshman Class Meeting
College visit: . Southeast Missouri
.· . State
V-BB vs. Gateway@ Heine-Meine
@4:15pm
V/JV-TN vs. Belleville Althoff@ 4pm
JV-GF vs. Vianney@ Sugar Creek .·,
@3 :30pm
THl]RSDAY,MARCH 30
Schedule #2
..
STUCO Blood Drive
Rosary in Chapel
College ·visit: .· Southwest Missouri
State
Radio Show:
Funky Freddie's Funk.
Show with Rick Steiling @ 3~00
V-BS vs. MehlviHe@ Heine-Meine
@7pm
B-BS @ Mehlville@ Mehlville@ 4pm
V/B-TR @ DeSmet/CBC@ DeSrriet@4pm
FRIDAY. MARCH 31
Schedule #2
Fast Friday
Truman State
College visit:
University
NN-VB@ Chaminade@ 617pm
B-BS @Lindbergh@ Lindbergh
@ 4:15pm
.
JVN-TN@ O'Fallon, IL@ 4pm :-

